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Let V be a vector space over the field k (of a possibly infinite dimension) and let 
I be an automorphism of V (of a possibly inlinite order). Assume that t is algebraic 
with minimal polynomial P(T) E k[ T]. Let k(V) be the field of quotients of the 
symmetric k-algebra of V and let s be the k-automorphism on k(V) induced by f. 
We show that s is completely determined by P(T) (and dim,(V)). 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
DEFINITIONS. Let k be a field, fixed throughout. 
If V is a vector space over k, then k(V) denotes the field of quotients of 
the symmetric k-algebra of V. Thus k(V) is the rational extension of k 
having for a base any (vector space) basis of V. If t is an automorphism 
of V, then t extends in a natural manner to a k-automorphism of k(V). 
For f(T)=Td-uadmmlTd-‘- . . . -a,T-a, in k[T] with a,#O, the 
automorphism (on a d-dimensional vector space V) represented by the 
companion matrix 
t 0  1. 0  1 . .‘. . “ . . 
a0 
aI 
a2 
!i ad- I
off is called the cyclic automorphism associated with f: Its extension to 
k( V) is what is called (in [ 13) the cyclic linear automorphism a(f) deter- 
mined byf: Also, if t, and t, are automorphisms of V, and V, and if i, and 
f2 are their extensions to k( V, ) and k( V2) (resp.), then k( V, 63 V2) and the 
extension of t, @ t, to k( V, @ V2) are denoted (in [l]) by k( VI) @ k( V2) 
and t, @ t; (resp.). 
LEMMA 1. Let f (T) E k[ T] be irreducible with f (0) # 0 and let n, < n2 be 
positive integers. For i= 1, 2, let si be the cyclic automorphism on Vi 
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associated with [f( T)]“j and let s be the k-automorphism induced on 
k(V/,OV,) by ~10~. Then there exists an s-fixed submodule W, of 
k( V, @ V,) which is k-isomorphic to V, and for which k( I/, @ V,) = 
NW, 0 v,). 
Proof. It is obvious (and is freely used) that if V2 has a subspace V; for 
which the conclusion of the lemma (with V, replaced by Vi) holds, then 
we are done. In particular, since the restriction of s to the subspace 
Vi = [f (s)]“2-“’ ( I’,) is the cyclic automorphism associated with [f(T)]“‘, 
then we may assume that n, = n, ( = n, say). 
Let d=deg(f) and let B,= fs’(x):Odj<nd} and B,= {s’(y): 
0 <j< nd} be bases of V, and V, (resp.) with [f(s)]” (x) = 
Cf(s)l” (Y) = 0. 
We now split the proof in two cases. 
Case (i). f is separable. 
In this case, let k be the splitting field (over k) off(T) = nf=, (T- ri) 
and let G = Gal(k/k). Let K, = k( VI ) = k( B, ), K2 = k( V,) = k( B,), 
K = k( I’, 0 V,) = k( B, , B2), R, = k( B, ), R, = k( B2), and K = k( B, , B,). Let 
s and (the elements of) G be extended to automorphisms of R by letting s 
act trivially on k and by letting G act trivially on K. Also, let G act on 
{ 1, 2, . . . . d} by setting 
Ai) =.i iff g(r,)=r,, gEG. 
For 1 < i < d, let fi( T) = [f( T)/( T- r;)]” and let xi =f!(s)x. Standard 
linear algebra arguments show that 
(,J, {(s--J’(xJ:OG<n) 
is a (vector space) basis of the E-submodule of &(B,) generated by B, and 
is hence a base (over k) of k(B,). For each i (1 < i< d), let 
1 
X l,n- 1 = (s - rjlnp ’ b,) 
X. .=yy-l--i.x,:nL~_, .(s-rj)j(xi) 1. I for O<j<n- 1. 
Then it is easy to see that &B,)=k(IJf=, {xi,,: O<j<n}) and hence 
K=~(B,, B,)=E B,, 5 {x,,:O<j<n} 
i= I > 
(P.l 
It is also easy to see that 
gk,,) = X,(i), , for gEG (P.2 
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and that 
1 
(3 - ~iNXi,n - 1) = 0 
(s - 1)(x,,) = { ;iX’+ 1 
for Odj<n-2 (P.3(1)) 
for j=n-2. 
In a similar fashion, one defines yz,, so that 
i 
k(B,)=k 
c 
13, {y,/Odj<n} 
r=l > 
kdYi,j) = Y,(,,,j for gEG 
(s- I)(y,,,+,)= 
r 
;<[+I 
for Odj<n-2 
for j=n-2 
(s - rJb’w ~ 1) = 0. 
(*I 
We now keep the yi,;s (as given by (*)) unchanged and repeatedly 
modify the xi,,,‘s in such a way that (P.l) and (P.2) remain satisfied while 
(P.3(1)) gets simplified into (P.3(2)), (P.3(3)), . . . . (P.3(n)). This is done as 
follows. We first replace x~,~ by x;,~ - y, j for 0 <j < n - 1 and xi, n-1 by 
x~,~- i/yi,,- i. This transforms (P.3(1)) into 
(s-1)(x,,,)= ;i.,+’ 
i 
for Odj<n-2 
for n-2<j<n. 
(P.3(2)) 
Proceeding by induction, we assume that for some m (2 <m < n), the x,,,‘s 
have been modified so that they satisfy ((P.l ), (P.2) and) the condition 
(s- l)(xi,,)=(,,~+l ;: ;);;I<;. (P.W)) \ 
Then replacing x~,~ by (x,,)/(x,,-, )-Y~,~+,,-, for Objcn-m (and 
keeping the remaining xi,i)s unchanged), one obtains a new set (x~,~} which 
can be checked to satisfy (P.l), (P.2) and (P.3(m + 1)). 
Thus we finally arrive at a set B = Uf= I {xi,., : 0 <j < n} satisfying (P. l), 
(P.2), and 
ts - l )lx, j) = O for 0 d j -=c n (i.e., B is s-fixed). (P3n)) 
For this B, let F= k(B). Then (by (P.2)), G acts on B by permutations 
(hence semi-affinely). Therefore, there exists by [ 1, Theorem 31 a k-base 
B* of F which is fixed by G (and of course by s since s fixes k(B)). Also, 
k(B,, B,)=k(B,, B) (by (P.1)) 
= k(B,, B*) (since k(B) =k(B*)). 
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Therefore, the linear disjointness of k and k(B,, B,) over k implies that 
k(B,, B,) = k(B,, B*). It is now clear that the k-submodule of K generated 
by B* has the properties required of IV,. 
Case (ii). fis inseparable. 
In this case, let p = char (k) and let q EP’ be the degree of inseparability 
off and let g(T) E k[ r] be the irredicible separable polynomial for which 
f(T) =g( 57’). Let 6 = deg(g) and let B, = {.9(x) : 0 <j< n 6q) and B, = 
(s’(y):Odj<n6q) be b ases of V, and V, (resp.) with [J(S)]” (x)= 
Cf(s)l” L?J) = 0. 
Let U, and U2 be the subspaces of V, and V, spanned by 
{@(x) : O<j<nJ} and {s”(y) : O<j<nd} (resp.). Then 
v, = 0 s’(U,) (1) 
(where the summation ej over j above and in all that follows stands for 
@ 7:;). The restriction of sy to each summand in (1) and (2) is clearly the 
cyclic automorphism associated with [g(r)]“. Since g(T) is separable, then 
Case (i) applies to k( U, 0 U,) and s4 giving us an s9-fixed A 1 for which 
k( U, 0 U,) = k(A, 0 U,). Letting A = @Jj sj(A,) and using (1) and (2) 
one sees that 
k( V, @ V,) = k(A @ V,). (3) 
From the definition of A and from the fact that A, is s9-fixed, one 
concludes that 
A=GA,*, (4) 
;= 1 
where the restriction of s to each A* is the cyclic automorphism associated 
with T”- 1 = (T- 1)“. 
Now we go back to (2). As noted there, the restriction of s9 to U2 is the 
cyclic automorphism associated with [g(T)]“. Let k be the splitting field 
(over k) of g(T)=nf=, (T-pi), let g,(T)= [g(T)]“/(T-p,)Ek[T] and 
let vi = g,(s”)(y) E k( U,). Then (.ry - p,)(qi) = 0 (i.e., sg(qi) = pivi). Let 
r=FIr,. Then ye E k(U,) (since it is fixed by Gal(k/k)) and 
sy(q) = q n pi= qg(O). Let I’: be the subspace of k( Vz) spanned by 
(the k-independent) set {s’(v])/s’+ ’ (q) : 0 <j< q). Then the restriction of 
s to V: is the cyclic automorphism associated with Tq - 1. Applying 
Case (i) of our lemma to VT and each AT in (4) one sees that 
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k(AT@ V,*)=k(A:* @ V,*) for some s-fixed AT*. Since VT is a subspace 
of k( Vz), then 
k(A,*@ V,)=k(A,+*@ V,). 
Letting W, = @ A** and using (3) and (4) we see that W, has the desired 
properties. 1 
Remark 2. Let K, and K2 be rational extensions of k (of possibly 
infinite transcendence degrees) and let sl, t, E Aut,(K,) and s2 E Aut,(K,). 
Following [l], we say that s1 @ s2 and t, @ s2 are equivalent iff there 
exists sEAut,(K, @ K2) for which s-‘(sI @ s2)s= tl @ s2. Let us say 
that they are strongly equivalent iff s can be arranged so that it (restricts 
to and) fixes (every element of) K2 (i.e., K, @ k). Using this terminology, 
one can paraphrase Lemma 1 by stating that e((f(T))“‘) @ a( (f(T))“*) 
and I @ a( (f( T))“2) are strongly equivalent (where f; n, , and n2 are as in 
Lemma 1). To illustrate the advantage of strong equivalence (to equiv- 
alence), suppose that 
si@s-~i@s (*) 
for every j in some infinite index set J. Then it is not clear (and perhaps 
not true) why (ajEJ si) @ s and (@,,, tj) @ s should be equivalent. 
However, such a conclusion can be immediately made if the equivalence in 
(*) is assumed to be strong. 
THEOREM 3. Let V be a vector space over k and let t be an algebraic 
automorphism of V of minimal polynomial P(T). Then the k-automorphism 
s induced on k(V) by t is completely determined by P(T) (and dim,(V)). 
Proof: The natural action of k[ T] on V given by T. v = t(v) makes V 
into a module over (the artinian principal ideal ring) R = k[T]/(P(T)). 
By [2, Theorem 6.7, p. 1631, V decomposes into a direct sum of cyclic 
R-modules. Thus if P(T) = l-I;= r (P,(T))“’ is the factoring of P(T) into 
irreducible polynomials, then 
where each summand is a cyclic R-module and where 
f 
Ann( V,) = (P,(T))“! 
Ann( Vi,,) = (P,( T))“‘J, n,,i < n,. 
For every Vi, j, there exists (by Lemma 1) an s-fixed k-module Wi,j in 
k( Vi@ Vi, j) which is k-isomorphic to V, j and for which k( Vi0 Vi,j) = 
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k(V,@ W,.,). Letting W= @r=, @,E,t,j W,,, and I!,‘= @FL, V,, one sees 
that k(V) =k( (10 W), that the restriction of s to U is the cyclic auto- 
morphism associated with P(T) and that the restriction of s to W is the 
identity I (where I= I, with r =dim,( V) - deg(P)). In other words, 
s 2 a(P) @ I and is hence determined by P and dim,(V). 1 
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